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There has been an increasing focus on exclusionary zoning; particularly in suburban areas, as a 
cause of the high house prices in many metropolitan areas in the United States.  Most of the recent 
evidence, though, is indirect given the difficulty of isolating the direct causal impact of zoning on 
house prices.  One main problem to overcome is that zoning is not exogenous but is rather the 
result of economically rational behavior on the part of residents.  Another problem is the lack of 
good data on land use regulations.  One further complication is that the ability of a town to sustain a 
price increase from zoning depends on its monopoly zoning power; that is, the lack of towns that 
are close substitutes.  This study seeks to bridge this gap by investigating the regulatory price effect 
of minimum lot size zoning on house prices through the use of several excellent data sources which 
provide parcel level housing and geocoded regulatory data.  We have data on all transactions of 
single-family homes in the greater Boston area from 1987 to 2006, unit characteristics, and changes 
in minimum lot size zoning over this period.  We estimate a model of house prices that include 
changes in minimum lot size at the zoning-district level, variables that account for possible 
spillover effects in the same town and in nearby towns, and zoning district fixed effects.  The latter 
will control, to a large extent, the endogeneity bias due to land use regulations.  We also account 
for monopoly zoning power through the use of town fixed effects. We find that the price effect is 
highly nonlinear in monopoly zoning power with price increases of more that 20% at the upper tail 
of the monopoly power distribution.  We also find evidence of significant spillover effects within 
and across towns; though not as large as those in the zoning districts where the minimum lot size 
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1.  Introduction 
 
There has been an increasing focus on exclusionary zoning; particularly in suburban areas, as 
a cause of the high house prices in many metropolitan areas in the United States (Glaeser and 
Gyourko 2002).  Most of the recent evidence, though, is indirect given the difficulty of isolating the 
direct causal impact of zoning on house prices.  One main problem to overcome is that zoning is 
not exogenous but is rather the result of economically rational behavior on the part of residents.  
Fischel (2001) has developed the “home-voter” hypothesis whereby local government actions are 
driven by homeowners’ desire to maintain the value of their homes.  
Recent studies have focused on land use regulations as a key factor in explaining the high 
housing prices over the past 15 years.  Understanding the role of land use regulations as a cause of 
higher housing prices, in turn leads to better understanding their effects on regional economic 
growth and the local provision of public goods.  However a general problem with most studies, 
noted by Quigley and Rosenthal (2005), is the lack of good data on land use regulations.  As a 
result, few empirical studies have found credible evidence of a regulatory price effect.  This study 
seeks to bridge this gap by investigating the regulatory price effect through the use of several 
excellent data sources which provide parcel-level housing and geocoded regulatory data.  
Generally, land-use regulations (LURs) can be seen as increasing the cost of supplying 
housing – this upward shift in housing supply leads to higher prices and fewer units.  While there 
are a number of land-use restrictions, one that seems particularly potent is the minimum lot size 
restriction (MLR). This is because it has an obvious impact on the supply of housing (versus permit 
quotas).  In this paper, we estimate the impact of MLRs on house prices in Eastern Massachusetts, 
an area that has seen rapid rises in house prices in the last fifteen years (the last few years not 
withstanding).    2
An important methodology for identifying the causal impact of (endogenous) government 
policies is the difference-in-difference approach.  Ideally, one can view this as the implementation 
of a (randomized) experiment where a treatment is applied to one subset of the sample (the 
treatment group) and not to the other (the control group).  Then to measure the causal impact of the 
treatment on some outcome, one can compare the change in outcome before and after the treatment 
between the treatment and control groups.  The key to implementing the difference-in-difference 
approach in the context of a LUR (the treatment) is being able to observe the outcome (e.g. house 
prices) before and after the selective implementation of the LUR in some cities (treatment group) 
and not in others (control group). A major concern is that LURs are not randomly assigned; the 
treatment group will differ in both observable and unobservable ways from the control group 
(Pendall et. al. 2006).  Thus, even after controlling for observable differences in the treatment and 
control groups, the difference in the change in outcome between these two groups can be due to 
differences in unobservables and not just to the treatment.  Any analysis of the causal impact of 
LURs on house prices that cannot control for these unobservable differences is suspect.  
One way to control for unobservables is to estimate a fixed effects model; this will control for 
time-invariant area-specific unobservable factors that affect the outcome (house prices). One can 
argue that bias can still arise if there are time varying unobserbables that are correlated with the 
implementation of a LUR.  But this bias is likely to be minimal since community characteristics 
evolve fairly slowly and LURs are generally not spontaneous actions bur rather the result of 
lengthy decision processes.  
Data requirements for implementing this procedure are stringent.  First and foremost, it is 
necessary to observe changes in LURs.  Most data on LURs is cross-sectional and hence cannot be 
used in the difference-in-difference framework.  Further, one needs multiple observations within   3
and across jurisdictions over a long enough time period so as to allow for a significant number of 
changes in MLRs to be able to identify the treatment effect.  We have data on all transactions in the 
greater Boston area from 1987 to 2006, unit characteristics, and changes in MLRs over this period. 
Another complicating factor is that the ability of towns to sustain price increases upon 
implementing LURs depends on their monopoly power, that is, the absence of close substitutes.  
Thus, it is essential to account for monopoly power when estimating the impacts of LURs on house 
prices.  We develop a new approach to estimating a town’s monopoly power and we show that it 
makes a significant difference in the results. 
The paper is organized as follows.  In Section2, we provide background information on LURs 
and their impact on the housing market.  In Section 3, we review the literature on the impact of 
LURs on house prices.  In Section 4, we provide the framework for estimating the price impact on 
LURs.  In Section 5, we provide a detailed description of the data.  In Section 6, we implement the 
framework laid out in Section 4 using the data discussed in Section 5.  We conclude in Section 7. 
 
2.  Background 
Generally, there are four types of land use regulations (often referred to as zoning); those that 
are 1) efficiency enhancing, 2) fiscally motivated, 3) exclusionary, and 4) intent on community 
preservation.  Zoning can increase efficiency by internalizing externalities related to congestion, 
noise, and conflicting land uses (i.e. dry cleaners next to residential housing). 
 Fiscal zoning is a result of Tiebout (1956) sorting where individuals “vote with their feet”. 
That is individuals sort themselves into similar communities with similar demands for local public 
goods.  Unless additional constraints are made, free riders who have high demands for pubic goods 
will move into communities without paying for the full cost of the public goods they receive.  A   4
theoretical solution to the “free rider” problem was proposed by Hamilton (1975), and is what is 
commonly referred to as fiscal zoning.  Hamilton shows that imposing minimum lot size zoning 
restrictions on households, if done correctly, ensures that new entrants to a neighborhood consume 
a minimum amount of housing. Since local public goods are financed by property taxes based on 
housing values, lot size regulations ensure that individuals pay a minimum amount for local 
amenities received from living in a town.  In this sense, fiscal zoning is efficiency increasing. 
While land use regulations which achieve the fiscal zoning objectives are efficiency 
improving, the same land use regulations can also be exclusionary in nature. Ihlanfeldt (2004) 
defines exclusionary zoning as regulations passed with the desire to exclude lower-income 
households. The effects of exclusionary zoning are predicted by the sorting found in a Tiebout 
model.  Hence separating the degree of exclusionary tactics from fiscal objectives is very difficult. 
In addition, exclusionary zoning also deals with the inequitable distribution of public goods within 
a metropolitan area. 
Even if homeowners did not wish to participate in exclusionary tactics, they may still face 
incentives to increase regulations, which Fischel first termed the homevoter hypothesis. Fischel 
(2001) makes the argument that households look for ways to protect their largest investment 
decision; buying a house.  The investment side of owning a home creates the incentive for 
homeowners to find ways to protect or increase the value of their homes.  Furthermore, Fischel 
points out that in most suburban towns, homeowners are the majority and hold positions on land 
use planning boards.  He notes that a conflict of interest exists between homeowners creating the 
best policy for the town and the best policy for homeowners.  Zoning that arises via this Homevoter 
hypothesis is yet another factor which is difficult to measure and may interact with the other 
reasons discussed for a town passing a regulation.    5
Determining how to correctly measure the regulatory effect of zoning is another important 
issue to consider when testing for regulatory price effects (Pogodzinski and Sass (1991)).  The 
problem arises because of large number of regulations available to towns.  The heterogeneity of the 
regulatory environment for each town is large, for example a wetland regulation can have 
completely different consequences in two towns. Aside from the heterogeneity, the strength of the 
effects of different regulations must also be considered.  In particular, Wheaton (1993) notes that 
minimum lot size regulations are widely viewed as having the strongest regulatory effect.  Hence 
different regulations are thought to have different impacts and must properly be accounted for in 
estimating regulatory price effects.  
While it is important to understand why regulations are passed and how they should be 
measured, the type of regulatory impact is also dependent on the market structure of the 
surrounding area, often termed the monopoly zoning hypothesis.  In their review of the literature, 
Quigley and Rosenthal (2005) reiterate the monopoly zoning hypothesis: “the more fragmented the 
governance structure of an urban area, the less monopoly power any one town will have due to 
entry price competition from its neighbors”.  Here the monopoly power of a town refers to its 
ability to use zoning regulations to affect the price of housing within their town. The monopoly 
zoning hypothesis is important because it provides insight into what circumstances we can expect 
to find a town-level regulatory price effect.  
Ellickson (1977) discusses a town’s monopoly zoning power relative to other towns in a 
metropolitan area.  He considers how the degree of substitutability between towns affects the 
degree of monopoly zoning power.  In one case he considers towns which are not substitutes and 
finds that the regulatory price effect in these instances is shifted to the homeowners within the   6
town.  Under perfect competition the regulatory price effects are shifted to the housing developer, 
due to households’ perfectly elastic demand.  
Using the view of monopoly zoning under perfect competition, many studies use the amount 
of towns in a metropolitan area to proxy for the substitutability of towns. One of the first papers to 
test the hypothesis empirically was Hamilton (1978).  He finds weak evidence in favor of the 
monopoly zoning power hypothesis. In a reply to Hamilton’s results, Fischel (1980) uses a different 
measure of an urban areas governance structure on the same geographic region to invalidate 
Hamilton’s findings. Finally, Thorson (1996) reevaluates Hamilton and Fischel’s studies using an 
expanded time series for the same geographic region.  He finds stronger evidence in support of the 
monopoly zoning hypothesis.  
 
3.  Literature Review 
There is a fairly sizeable literature on the impact of land use regulations on house prices.  But 
none of these studies meet the criticisms of Quigley and Rosenthal (2005) by both controlling for 
the endogeneity of LURs and accounting for monopoly zoning power. 
  Pogodzinski and Sass (1991) show that  land-use zoning has no effect but “characteristics” 
zoning such as Minimum Lot Size Regulations results in an unambiguous decline in supply  (raises 
the cost of construction) and may increase demand and hence has a positive effect on price.  Landis 
(1992) compares seven growth-controlled cities in CA with seven similar cities without growth 
controls and finds no difference in price between 1980 and 1989.  He claims this is due to the 
existence of informal growth controls in both groups.  Levine (1999) looks at impact of growth-
control measures on apartment rents.  He regresses median rent in 1990 for 443 cities in California 
on median rent in 1980 and the number of growth-control measures enacted between 1978 and   7
1988.  The number of growth controls has a positive effect; an additional growth control increases 
median rent increases by approximately $5.  Levine claims that this is because the rationale for 
many growth controls is to limit multi-family housing. 
  Malpezzi (1996) analyzes both the supply and demand-side determinants of housing prices.  
Three different measures of MSA-level prices are considered; 1) median house values from the 
decennial censuses, 2) sales price data from the National Association of Realtors, and 3) hedonic 
house price indices.  Regulation is measured using data from the Wharton research project, State-
level regulatory data from the American Institute of Planners and rent-control data.  Results 
indicate that regulation raises housing rents and lowers homeownership rates.  Green (1999) looks 
at the impact of zoning regulations on house prices in 37 municipalities in Waukesha County 
Wisconsin.  Data are obtained at the census tract level from the 1990 Decennial Census (137 
observations).  He finds that, on average, forbidding mobile homes increases prices by 7.1 to 8.5% 
and each additional ten feet of frontage that is required increases prices by 6.1 to 7.8%. 
Glaeser and Gyourko (2002) focus on the impact of zoning and other land-use controls on the 
supply of housing as an explanation for why housing is so expensive in some areas in the U.S.  
They note that under the classical model of housing equilibrium, the “extensive” and “intensive” 
prices of land will be equal.  The intensive value of land, IV, is the marginal value of an additional 
unit of land to homeowners.  The extensive value of land, EV, is how much is it worth to have a 
plot of land with a house on it.  IV is obtained as the coefficient on lot size in a house price 
hedonic.  EV is obtained by first subtracting the construction cost of the house from the house price 
and then dividing by the lot size.  Glaeser and Gyourko note that the presence of zoning specifically 
and government regulation in general places artificial limits on the construction of housing and 
individuals will end up consuming more land than optimal.  This means that EV will exceed IV.   8
  Glaeser and Gyourko estimate IV and EV for MSAs in the U.S.  They find that the 
difference between these two values varies widely across the MSAs.  They find that EV is 
relatively large compared to IV in many of the MSAs on the West Coast and along the Eastern 
Seaboard.  They infer that these differences are due to constraints on housing supply from land-use 
regulations.   
  Quigley and Raphael (2004) note the high house prices in California and particularly the 
large increases in house prices between July 2000 and July 2003.  They also note that California 
has a high level of regulation that affects land use and residential construction because cities have 
relative autonomy in setting these regulations.  Quigley and Raphael consider three hypotheses that 
are consistent with the fact that this high level of regulation is causing the high house prices in 
California: 1) housing is more expensive in more regulated cities, 2) growth in the city-level 
housing stock depends on the degree of regulation and, 3) the price elasticity of housing supply is 
lower in more regulated cities. 
  To test these hypotheses, Quigley and Raphael use data from the 1990 and 2000 Public Use 
Microdata Samples (PUMS) to generate house price indices for 407 cities in California for both 
owner-occupied and rental housing units.  Data on land use and residential construction regulations 
come from a study by Glickfeld and Levine (1992).  Quigley and Raphael generate a growth 
control index that is the number of 15 possible regulations that are in place in each city.  Annual 
building permits for each city are obtained from the California Industry Research Board.  The 
results show: 1) that an additional regulation results in a 1% increase in prices in 1990 and 2000 but 
has no effect on the change in prices between these years, 2) the growth control index has a 
negative and significant effect on the growth rate of housing supply for single-family houses but   9
not significant for multi-family houses, and 3) weak evidence of a positive supply elasticity in 
unregulated cities and a negative supply elasticity in regulated cities.  
Quigley and Rosenthal (2005) provide a critical review of the literature.  They conclude that 
“Much of the literature seems to establish that land use regulation increases the price of existing 
housing while reducing the value of developable land.” Page 85   Quigley and Rosenthal note that 
most studies ignore the endogeneity of LURs.  They also note that  
The literature fails, however, to establish a strong, direct causal effect, if only because 
variations in both observed regulation and methodological precision frustrate sweeping 
generalizations.  A substantial number of land use and growth control studies show 
little or no effect on price, implying that sometimes, local regulation is symbolic, ineffectual, 
or only weakly enforced. Page 69 
 
Glaeser and Ward (2006) investigate the regulatory price effect for towns close to Boston.  
They use land use regulation data from the Pioneer Land Institute and MassGIS.  Glaeser and Ward 
create a town-level measure of average minimum lot size per town. They attempt to deal with the 
endogeneity issue by using pre-regulation town-level characteristics from the 1915 and 1940 
Censuses and forest coverage data from 1885.  In addition to minimum lot size regulations, they 
create a regulatory index by adding the number of wetland, septic and suburb regulation within 
each town. 
The regulatory price effect is estimated using Warren Group data from 2000 to 2005. Glaeser 
and Ward find the coefficient on average town lot size to be positive and significant, implying that 
minimum lot size zoning does increase housing prices. However when 1940 density and 1885 
forest coverage controls are included in the regression the coefficient becomes insignificant.  
Ihlanfeldt (2007) estimates the regulatory effect on housing price and building permits using a 
cross-sectional hedonic framework from 2000-2002.  He includes town-level characteristics and 
county fixed effects in the regression to control for the potential endogeneity of regulations.    10
Ihlanfeldt further controls for the endogeneity of his regulatory index by using an instrumental 
variable unique to Florida’s state wide land use regulation.  He also controls for the degree of 
monopoly zoning power by interacting the number of cities in the county with the regulatory index.   
The estimated hedonic regression finds a 7.7% increase in housing price with a unit increase 
in the regulatory index.  In addition, indirect evidence in favor of a stronger supply side effect is 
found by estimating the regulatory effect for small, medium and large house sizes. Assuming that 
demand side factors are driving the regulatory price effects and that people always want more of 
these goods, i.e. they are normal goods, then the regulatory price effect should be greater for larger 
houses.  The estimated regulatory effect is found to behave in the opposite direction, finding greater 
regulatory price effects for smaller houses. This provides indirect evidence of a stronger supply 
side affect. 
LURs have the potential of increasing housing prices in the entire region due to demand 
spillovers.  A regulation that decreases the supply of housing in one town can increase the demand 
in the adjacent town and hence increase price in that nearby town.  Katz and Rosen (1987) 
investigate whether regulations affect town-level housing prices relative to the entire region. 
Similar to Ellickson (1977), they emphasize the substitutability of the housing stock across towns.  
They find that sales prices in growth-controlled communities are 17-36% higher than in other 
communities.   
Pollackowski and Wachter (1990). explicitly test for the existence of spillover effects by 
including the ratio of the town’s regulations relative to the neighboring areas restrictiveness as a 
control in a hedonic regression.  In this way, the measure tests the price effect of the neighboring 
regulatory restrictiveness relative to the current town.  Using data from the Washington, D.C., they 
regress a house price index for 24 quarters in 17 zones on supply (construction cost index, vacant   11
land) and demand (per capita income, a gravity employment index, real mortgage rate) 
characteristics including land-use regulation variables (development ceiling, a zoning 
restrictiveness index, zoning restrictiveness of adjacent areas relative to home restrictiveness).   The 
impacts of zoning restrictiveness and relative zoning restrictiveness are positive and significant, 
with the elasticity of the former estimated to be 0.275. 
Cho and Linneman (1993) hypothesize that the size of the spillover effect depends on the 
distance between the two communities and the elasticity of housing supply in the nearby 
community.  They consider five types of LURs: 1) land use restrictions, 2) residential use controls 
(single- versus multi-family housing, 3) MLR, and 4 & 5) two spatially designated planned 
development controls.  They generate a spillover variable that is the ratio of one town’s LUR to the 
adjacent town’s LUR.  In the case of MLR, the impact is expected to be negative since the higher 
the own town’s MLR relative to that of the adjacent town, the lower the spillover response will be. 
Cho and Linneman regress the price index for ten cities in Fairfax County VA on two sets of 
indices measuring restrictiveness of local land-use regulations for both own and adjacent cities. 
They estimate that the impact of land-use is negative!  Why? A larger portion of land zoned 
residential can increase supply and reduce commercial development that provides positive 
amenities (shopping and employment opportunities).  Further, MLR has a positive and significant 
effect on house prices and the spillover effect is negative and significant, as hypothesized.   
 
4.  The Framework for Measuring the Impact of MLR on House Prices 
   In this section, we lay out the framework for measuring the impact of LURs in general and 
MLR in specific on house prices.  We first develop the framework that establishes the relationship 
between LURs and the housing market.  This includes the role of monopoly power in determining   12
the impact of LURs on house prices and how to best measure monopoly power.  We then turn to 
the empirical implementation of this model, focusing on hedonic regression and the difference-in-
difference approach to estimating the causal relationship between LURs and house prices. 
 
4.1  Theory 
We develop a framework for understanding how amenity bundles, land use regulations, and 
town substitutes interact to determine housing prices in the market. The model is based on Rosen's 
(1974) characterization of hedonic models. The housing consumer’s utility maximization problem 
is  
() ( ) i i i a z, x, r , a z, P x y   s.t.    ; a z, x, U   max + = α       ( 1 )  
where x is a non-housing good with price normalized to one, z is a vector of housing 
characteristics, ai is the amenity bundle associated with choosing to live in the i
th town, ri is a 
measure of the regulatory stringency in this town,α is a preference parameter, y is household 
income, and P(.) is the price of consuming the housing bundle with attributes z and ai and 
regulation level ri.  Note that utility is indirectly a function of ri in the sense that land-use 
regulations can confer positive benefits in the form of lower density, less congestion, and open 




a r , a , z P , the derivative of P(.) 
with respect to a (evaluated at optimal levels of z and a), can be interpreted as the consumer’s 
marginal willingness to pay for amenity bundle ai. 
In testing for regulatory price effects, Ihlanfeldt (2007) notes that it is important to take the 
market setting into account, because a region with a greater choice of communities has a higher 
price elasticity of demand.  Much of the LUR literature has failed to account for this in their studies 
and this may explain why some studies have failed to find a town-level regulatory price effect.   13
However, the importance of capturing the market structure in a region is not as simple as 
considering the amount of towns in a region, as many of the studies which test the monopoly 
zoning power do. 
In this sub-section, we consider how a homeowners’ second best option in a region 
determines the amount of monopoly zoning power a city wields. The basic idea can be thought of 
as an extension of the monopoly zoning power hypothesis to include the insights about the role of 
town-level substitutes from Ellickson (1977) , Katz et al.(1987), and Pollakowski et al.(1990) . 
Following these authors, it is argued that focusing on the structure of the local governments in a 
region is too general of an idea. The true focus should be on the degree to which towns can 
differentiate themselves from others. The greater the differentiation, the greater the difference 
between a consumer’s first and second best options in a region, which we argue is the source of 
monopoly zoning power for towns.   
In this case, town-level substitutes refer to towns which offer similar living conditions for 
potential homebuyers.  It will be assumed that town substitutes are differentiated by the amenity 
bundles they offer because, for the most part, housing characteristics can be built anywhere within 
a region.  In this sense, town-level substitutes are defined as towns which offer similar amenity 




a r , a , z P  for the i
th 
town’s amenity level, we can begin to understand how consumers’ valuations give towns monopoly 
zoning power.  Suppose we are concerned with finding a measure of the i
th town’s second best 
amenity bundle alternative, in terms of money, for the region. Define a process which finds the i
th 
town’s closest amenity bundle holding structural characteristics constant across towns and given a 
town’s regulatory environment as 
() () ( ) ( ) ( ) j j j a i i i a
j i
i a , r , a , z P B a , r , a , z P B   min ε − =
≠
                      (2)   14
Where  ( ) ( ) x x x a a , r , a , z P B  is the value of the town x’s (x=i,j) amenity bundle ax given marginal 
valuation schedule ( ) x x a r , a , z P .  The resulting parameter, i ε , provides a measure of how close, in 
dollar terms, the second best amenity bundle in the region is.   
To implement this measure, assume that there are two amenities, job accessibility, a1, and 
school quality, a2.  An example of the “distance” between two towns i and j is 
    a a P a a P d 2 j 2 i 2 a 1 j 1 i 1 a ij − ⋅ + − ⋅ =        ( 3 )  
where Pa1 and Pa2 are the prices of amenities a1 and a2.  Note that we don’t observe these prices but 
they can be estimated from a hedonic regression that includes the amenities (and without town 
fixed effects).  Then i ε  is the minimum of all the dij’s: 
   ( )    a a ˆ a a ˆ min 2 j 2 i 2 a 1 j 1 i 1 a
j i
i − β + − β = ε
≠
     ( 4 )  
where  2 a 1 a ˆ   and   ˆ β β are the coefficient estimates from the hedonic that includes a1 and a2.  Note that if 
a1 and a2 are defined as amenities then  2 a 1 a ˆ   and   ˆ β β will both be greater than zero so that  i ε will also 
be greater than or equal to zero.  One drawback of this approach is that we must observe the 
amenities.  Another problem is determining which amenities to include in the “distance” function. 
  Another way to measure the value of the towns’ amenities is with town fixed effects.  Then 
The measure of monopoly power is the minimum “distance” between a town’s fixed effect and 
those of all other towns  
   () ( ) j j j i i i
j i
i z | r , a P z | r , a P   min ε − =
≠
       ( 5 )  
where  () i i i z | r , a P  is the price after conditioning on the structural characteristics; essentially the 
town fixed effect.  Given that the amenity bundle includes multiple amenities, all of which are not 
observed, using the town fixed effect is a nice way of capturing all amenities without having to   15
explicitly account for them in equations (2) - (4).  One problem with this approach, though, is that it 
is not a “distance” measure since it uses actual differences in amenities and not the absolute 
difference.  Suppose town A has high accessibility and low school quality compared to town B, 
then their school fixed effects might be similar since these two factors will cancel each other out.   
Next, totally differentiating  i ε  in equation (5) yields  
   i j r j a i r i a d dr P da P dr P da P ε + + = +        ( 6 )  
This equation describes how a maximizing individual’s willingness to pay for an amenity bundle 
changes with respect to the cost of the second best towns amenity bundle, price differentials and 
changes in the regulatory environment. The sign of the derivative with respect to an amenity 
bundle, Pa, is positive because amenities are thought of as normal goods. The sign of Pr is 
indeterminate, although it is widely thought to be positive.   
  Using equation (5) and rearranging, the marginal rate of substitution between the i
th and j
th 
town’s amenity bundles is found  
















+ − + =        ( 7 )  
Towns i and j are perfect substitutes if the marginal rate of substitution is equal to one. This only 
occurs if i ε  is either close to or equal to zero and neither town passes any regulations or through the 
regulatory environment offsetting the cost of the second best amenity bundle.  Interestingly enough, 
if both towns increase their regulatory stringency by the same amount, then the regulatory effects 
cancel out.  In this case, the difference in the prices of the amenity bundles determines the degree to 
which these towns are substitutes for each other. 
  Recall that the monopoly zoning power determines the extent to which regulation is 
capitalized into the price of housing in a town.  In our framework, regulations directly affect the   16
price of a town-level amenity bundle.  Hence we can define the degree of monopoly power by how 
much a change in a town’s zoning regulations affects that town’s amenity bundle price. Taking the 
total derivative in (5), simplifying by assuming only one town changes regulations, and rearranging 
the strength of the monopoly zoning power can be defined by   
      i
j
i
j a i r d
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Equation (8) demonstrates how a town gets its monopoly zoning power from the substitutability of 
the amenity bundles and the second best amenity bundle in the metropolitan area. The sign of this 
effect is determined by the substitutability of the two amenity bundles and there respective prices. 
In the case where both amenity bundles are perfect substitutes the first term cancels and the degree 
of monopoly zoning power is totally determined by the price differences between the two bundles.
  Equation (8) has important implications for measuring the magnitude of a regulatory price 
effect using a hedonic framework.  Note that from the preceding discussion of the individual’s 
maximization problem, the optimal bid for an amenity level was found to equal Pa evaluated at 
optimal values of all characteristics. Similarly when trying to capture the implicit price of a 
regulation on housing, Pr , equation (8) guides us to think about the degree of substitutability 
between towns in a region when deciding whether a within town price effects occurs.   
  The greater the substitutability between towns in general, the less of a town-level regulatory 
price effect that occurs because land use regulations will simply shift demand to less regulated area.  
This occurs because the less regulated city offers the same amenities but at a lower price.  The 
result is that r should be interacted with i ε  in the hedonic so that the regulatory price effect will 
depend on i ε .   17
Case and Mayer (1995) provide evidence supporting the existence of monopoly power in our 
study area.  In their analysis of house price appreciation between 1982 and 1994, they find that 
“towns are not perfect substitutes for one another” in the Boston metropolitan area.  Furthermore 
their finding that town amenities are not easily or quickly replicated support our view that amenity 
bundles are a main factor determining whether a town-level regulatory price effects occurs. 
 
4.2  The Hedonic Price Model 
Hedonic regressions are widely used in the housing literature and are well suited to estimate 
the effects of regulations on housing prices.  The hedonic regression allows the price effect of 
regulations to be estimated while controlling for housing characteristics.  Rosen (1974) explains 
that the coefficients from a hedonic regression, are the implicit prices for characteristics set by 
demand and supply equilibrating in the market.  Hence the hedonic framework allows us to identify 
the net regulatory price affects, but not separate the demand- and supply-side factors.    
  In this case, the purpose of running the hedonic model is to estimate the impact of MLR on 
house prices.  MLRs can differ within a town based on zoning districts which can be used to set 
other types of land use restrictions.  Thus, it is important to assign each house to a zoning district 
within the town.  The following standard hedonic is specified for house price Pijkt for house i in 
zoning district j, town k, in year t   
ijkt jk jkt 3 ijkt 2 kt 1 0 ijkt e u MLR X Index ) P ln( + + β + β + β + β =             (9) 
where Index kt is a town-level price index, Xijkt  is a vector of housing characteristics and ujk is a 
zoning district fixed effect.   We include the town-level price index to capture the average change 
in prices over time in each town.   We could have included year fixed effects along with the zoning 
district fixed effects but the problem is that these capture average values of the zoning districts.  If   18
towns make changes to their minimum lot size regulations when prices are increasing, then we 
might be picking this up rather than just the impact of the change in MLR.  So we estimate a 
separate price index for each town.  To do so, for each town, we regress the log of price on the 
structural characteristics, Xijkt, MLR, year dummies, and census tract fixed effects.   The 
coefficients on the year dummies are used to generate the town-level price indices. 
MLRjkt is the minimum lot size restriction in zoning district j and town k at time t.   3 β  
measures the impact of MLR on house prices in the zoning district.  We expect that  3 β  > 0.  
Quigley and Rosenthal (2005) point to the lack of controlling for endogeneity as a reason why the 
LUR literature has not produced credible estimates of regulatory price effects.  The endogeneity is 
due to the potential reverse causality between housing prices and LUR.  That is, individuals who 
favor more expensive houses may favor LURs.  The endogeneity of LURs is controlled for by 
using zoning district fixed effects in order to capture the town-level characteristics.  Because, we 
include zoning district fixed effects, identification of the MLR price impact comes only from 
zoning districts where there is a change in MLR.
1 
As discussed in the previous sub-section, the price impact of LURs will depend on the 
availability of substitutes; the closer the substitutes the smaller the price impact.  We  
measure monopoly power using the minimum difference in town fixed effects across towns.  We 
obtain these town fixed effects from a regression of the log of price on the structural characteristics, 
Xijkt, year dummies, and town fixed effects.  For a given town k, monopoly power is the minimum 
                                                 
1 We tried using census tract fixed effects rather than zoning district fixed effects to further 
control for neighborhood quality within the zoning district.  One problem is that census tracts can 
cross zoning district boundaries and for these census tracts, MLR will differ not because there was 
a change in MLR but because MLR is different across zoning districts.  Hence we divide these 
census tracts into sub-tracts for each zoning district within the tract.  Then MLR will only change in 
the sub-tract is there is an actual change in MLR.  The results are similar to those when zoning 
district fixed effects are used. 
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of the absolute value of the difference between town k’s fixed effect and those of all other towns; 
denoted  k ε .  Hence the magnitude of the regulatory impact depends on k ε ; a larger value implies 
fewer close substitutes and hence a larger regulatory impact.  We modify the standard hedonic 
model (equation 8) to account for monopoly power    
ijkt jk k jkt 3 ijkt 2 kt 1 0 ijkt e u MLR X Index ) P ln( + + ε ⋅ β + β + β + β =           (10) 
Now  3 β  measures the impact of  k jkt MLR ε ⋅  on house prices in the zoning district.  We anticipate 
that the larger is monopoly power, the larger is the impact of MLR on house prices. 





k jkt 4 k jkt 3 ijkt 2 kt 1 0 ijkt
e u
2 Spill
              




ε ⋅ β + ε ⋅ β + β + β + β =
   (11) 
Spill1 captures spillover effect in other zoning districts in the same town and Spill2 captures 
spillover effects in other towns.  Assuming that a change in minimum lot size occurs in zoning 
district j in town k, then Spill1 equals MLRjkt for other zoning districts in town k.  If the same 





2 Spill =          ( 1 2 )  
where MLRmnt is the value of MLR in zoning district m in neighboring town n at time t (assuming 
there has been a change in MLR in zoning district m in town n) and MLRjkt is the value of MLRjkt 
in zoning district j in town k.  Note that in the short-run, one can take supply as fixed; the price 
effect arises from the shift in demand due to the increase in MLR in neighboring town n.  In the 
long-run, the increase in price can result in an increase in supply that depends on the price elasticity 
of supply.  We expect that both 4 β and 5 β  will be greater than zero.     20
The issue here is how to indicate which towns will be affected by the spillover.  Others (e.g. 
Cho and Linneman 1993) have used adjacent towns.  Initially, we use the closest town.  We might 
also consider the closest substitute town(s) as the most likely candidates for spillover effects.  
Further, the spillover effect depends inversely on the “distance” between towns k and m where a 
larger value of  kn ε indicates less substitutability between towns k and n and hence less of a spillover 
effect.  
  
5.  Data 
The house price hedonic is estimated using data from two different sources: the Warren 
Group and MassGIS’s minimum lot size zoning regulation database.  Data on single-family house 
sales come from the Warren Group.  This includes a comprehensive list of parcels, structural 
characteristics, and sales transactions for 187 towns in eastern Massachusetts from 1987 to 2006.  
One restriction of this data set is that only the most recent housing characteristics are reported with 
each parcel.  For example, if a house sold in 1981 and 2001, then the housing characteristics 
recorded are from the most recent sale.  This should not greatly affect the measure of housing 
characteristics used because even if a house is renovated, most of the features are maintained.  
There are 1,470,718 sales.  We exclude 145,906 observations with a missing sales date, 281,083 
observations with prices less than $20,000 and 64 sales with prices greater than $5 million.  We 
also exclude 258,458 sales that were not standard market transactions such as foreclosures, 
bankruptcies, land court sales, and intra-family sales.  This leaves 785,205 sales. 
The housing characteristics covered are typical: age, living space, lot size, bathrooms, 
bedrooms, and total number of rooms. There are a number of observations with zero bedrooms, 
bathrooms, total rooms, and living area.  We suspect that some towns record zero for these   21
characteristics for all units.  So instead of dropping these observations, we predict values for 
bedrooms, bathrooms, total rooms, and living area by running regressions using observations with 
non-missing values for these characteristics.  The sample is limited to units with at least one 
bedroom and bathroom, at least 3 total rooms and no more than 10 bedrooms and 10 bathrooms, 25 
total rooms. and 10 acres.  Finally, we exclude houses that at listed as “substandard.”  There are 
474 zoning districts in the study area.  We exclude 3 zoning districts with fewer than 50 sales in the 
sample period.  The final data sample size is 762,193.  Summary statistics for variables included in 
the hedonic regression are included in Table 1. 
The MLR data and their respective zoning districts are published by a recent MassGIS study 
of Massachusetts for a single point in time.  For eastern Massachusetts, the data set is mostly based 
on data current as of 2000, with a few exceptions dating back to 1990
2.  The data is found on the 
MassGIS Zoning layer
3 website and provides the boundaries of municipal zoning districts in an 
ARCgis shape file and a table linking the zoning districts to the minimum lot size.  A slight 
complication occurs in identifying zoning district level minimum lot size because each zoning 
district is able to assign minimum lot sizes to different uses.  As a result, the median MLR is used 
as the MLR because only a small percentage of the zoning districts report more then one minimum 
lot size. However this does not affect the regulatory measure much
4 and only slightly changes our 
interpretation of the regulatory measure as a median level of stringency.   In total there are 669 
residential zoning districts
5 in eastern Massachusetts.  
                                                 
2 See http://www.mass.gov/mgis/st_zn.jpg for a comprehensive map 
3 Available at http://www.mass.gov/mgis/zn.htmA difficulty with the zoning data is that MLRs can differ by use within 
each zoning district.  
4 Using the median minimum lot size within each zoning district results in less then 1% of the minimum lot size levels 
calculated in each zone to be larger then the actual minimum lot size by a margin greater then .1 acre.  
5 In addition 33 zoning districts either have no reference to minimum lot sizes or use a formula to calculate it. These are 
excluded from the study.    22
To provide some background on lot sizes in eastern Massachusetts, we present information on 
new house sales since 1950.  Table 2 gives the number of new house sales and the mean and 
median lot size for these units.  Figure 1 plots the median lot size by year.  There is a sharp upward 
trend in the median lot size until around 2000 when this trend reverses.  But note that this coincides 
with a steep decline in new home sales.  What is interesting is that other studies have not shown 
similar upward trends in lot size in other parts of the country (e.g. Knaap et al (2007) and Kopits et 
al (2007)).  In 2006, the average minimum lot size restriction was 0.795 acres.  The smallest was a 
value of 0.057 acres in the town of Medford and the largest was 5 acres in the town of Sudbury.   
The distribution of minimum lot size restrictions is given in Figure 2.  The value for Sudbury is a 
clear outlier.  Figure 3 shows the zoning districts with at least a MLR of 0.9.  There are dominated 
by areas on the outskirts of the greater Boston Metropolitan area.   
This data only gives MLR for a single point in time.  But our identification strategy requires 
changes in MLR.  We are in the process of collecting dates on changes in MLRs from 
Massachusetts state agencies but this exercise is not yet complete.  Thus, for now, we use an 
endogenous structural break procedure for estimating when MLR changed.  This is presented in 
detail in Appendix 1.  We estimate that there were 51 changes in MLR in zoning districts in 43 
towns.  We can see this spatially in Figure 4, where the dark blue zoning districts have passed a 
regulation since 1987. The grey are either non-residential or are not used in the study because of 
data issues. 
To provide some information on whether these 45 towns are systematically different than the 
remaining towns, we provide the means for observable characteristics across these two groups in 
Table 3.  First, contrary to expectations, towns with a change in MLR have lower house prices   23
compared to towns without a MLR change.
6  Many of the other characteristics are significantly 
different across the two groups.  Clearly, we need to condition on these variables in the hedonic 
regressions.  This also raises the likelihood that these two groups of towns are different in other 
unobservable ways.  We deal with this problem by including zoning district fixed effects in the 
regressions. 
 
6.  Results  
We now present results from the hedonic regressions specified in Section 4.  The main 
variable of interest is MLR; the actual minimum lot size value in acres.  This value is constant for 
all zoning districts where no change took place.  Recall that MassGIS only provides the minimum 
lot size at a point in time without any prior regulatory information.  Thus, for zoning districts where 
we estimate a change in the minimum lot size took place, we assume that MLR is zero before the 
change.  This is an unrealistic assumption, but is necessary because of data limitations.  This means 
that our estimate of the impact of MLR on prices is a lower bound on the true regulatory price 
effect.  Further, the measurement error from having to estimate the changes in MLR will further 
attenuate the estimates.   
Given the nonlinear nature of the regulatory impact, we include MLR, its square and its cube 
as regressors in the hedonic model.  We first estimate the standard hedonic house price equation 
(equation 9) by OLS.  The structural characteristics that we include are given in Table 1 (with the 
exception that we include logs of living area and lot size and their squares).  Column (1) of Table 3 
provides estimates of the hedonic house price regression without fixed effects. The results for the 
MLR variables are given in column (1) of Table 4.  The full set of results is given in the Appendix 
                                                 
6 Pendall et al (2006) note that previous evidence clearly indicates that house prices are higher in more regulated 
jurisdictions.  Of course, this could reflect the treatment (LURs) as well as initial section.     24
2.  The p-value for the F-test for the joint significance of the three MLR variables is 0.458.  So the 
results from the standard model provide no evidence that an increase in MLR will affect house 
prices.  To see the impact of MLR on prices, we evaluate at all zoning districts within the 10
th – 
90
th percentiles of the distribution of zoning district MLRs.  We choose this range so as to exclude 
the extreme values of the distribution, whose associated impacts are estimated with less confidence.  
The impacts are presented in Figure 5.  As one can see, these impacts are negative but fairly small 
as indicated by the joint insignificance of the MLR coefficients. 
Next we estimate the standard model including zoning district fixed effects.  The results for 
the MLR variables are given in column (2) of Table 4.  These coefficients are now jointly 
significant at the 1% level.  The impacts for the MLRs in the 10
th – 90
th percentile range are also 
given in Figure 4.  Now we see a positive and economically significant impact of MLR; a 12-14% 
effect in the range of values of MLR between 1 and 2 acres.          
 Recall that the impact of MLR will depend on the monopoly zoning power of the town,  k ε .  
Our measure of monopoly zoning power for town k is the minimum of the absolute value of the 
difference in town k’s fixed effect and that for all other towns (see equation 2).  We estimate the 
town fixed effects from a regression of the log of house price on structural characteristics, MLR, 
year dummies, and town dummies.  The coefficients on the town dummies are the town fixed 
effects.  Hence our regulatory variable is now k jkt MLR ε ⋅ . 
Given the nonlinear nature of the regulatory impact, we include k jkt MLR ε ⋅ , its square, and its 
cube as regressors in the hedonic model.  The coefficients on the three MLR variables are jointly 
significant at the 1% level.  To see how the change in MLR affects house prices, we plot the 
impacts for zoning districts that change their minimum lot size in Figure 4.  Again, we include 
impacts from distribution of values of the  k jkt MLR ε ⋅  variable from the 10
th to the 90
th percentile.    25
Note that  k jkt MLR ε ⋅  is multiplied by 175 so that the scale is similar to MLR.  Clearly the towns 
that have larger monopoly power show significantly larger price impacts with the largest being 
around 24%.  Thus accounting for monopoly power results in larger impacts; particularly in the 
zoning districts with greater monopoly power. 
Given that the full effect of a new land use regulation may occur over time, we are interested 
in how the time since the regulation was passed affects the regulatory price effect.  To do so, we 
define new variables that capture the impacts in three-year intervals; 0-3, 3-6, 6-9, 9-12, and 12-15, 
that measure years since the MLR changed.  Again, since we include up to cubic terms, results are 
best viewed in a graph; Figure 6 in this case.  We see that the impact does increase over time.  It 
looks like the impacts between 3-6 and 6-9 years after the regulation are the same and greater than 
the impact between 0-3 years and this is confirmed by an F-test.  Further, it looks like the impacts 
between 9-12 and 12-15 years after the regulation are the same and greater than the impacts 
between 3-9 years and this is also confirmed by an F-test.   This provides evidence that the impact 
of a change in MLR takes time to reach its full effect and that these impacts can be quite substantial 
10 – 15 years after the change. 
Next we add the spillover variables to the model.  To measure the intra-town spillover effects, 
Spill1 equals MLRjkt for other zoning districts in town k when there is a change in one zoning 
district in the town.  One complication is that there are changes in MLR in multiple zoning districts 
in seven towns.  In two of these towns, the change occurred in the same year in two zoning 
districts.  In this case, in the other zoning districts, Spill1 is equal to the largest MLR change in the 
two zoning districts that change MLR.  Note that Spill1 is zero in the two zoning districts that 
change MLR so the spillover effect is only measured in zoning districts that do not change MLR.  
In one town there are only two zoning districts and both change MLR so we do not measure a   26
spillover effect in this town.  In towns with zoning districts that change MLR in different years, we 
measure the spilllover effect after the most recent change in MLR.   
We measure the inter-town spillover effect in the nearest town.  So assume that there is a 
change in MLR in zoning district m in town n and town k is the closest town.  Then for zoning 
district j in town k, Spill2 equals the ratio of MLRmnt and MLRjkt for other zoning districts in town 
k when there is a change in a zoning district in the closest town.  Two complications arise in 
constructing Spill2.  First, as mentioned above, there can be a change in MLR in more than one 
zoning district in a town.  In this case, we measure Spill2 as the sum of the spillover effects from 
the two zoning districts that changed MLR.  A second complication is that a town can be the 
recipient of spillover effects from more than one town.  Again, we add the spillover effects when 
generating Spill2.  We include up to cubic terms in Spill1 and Spill2 as regressors.  The results for 
the spillover variables are given in column (4) of Table 4.  Both sets of spillover variables are 
jointly significant at the 1% level.  Once again, it is best to see the impacts in a graph; Figure 7.  
One can see that the regulatory impact is largest in the zoning district in which the MLR changed.  
Impacts are smaller in other zoning districts in the same town and smaller still in nearby towns.  
Still both the spillover effects are significant in both a statistical and an economic sense.  We also 
let the spillover impacts vary over time as we did for the own impacts but these results showed no 
clear evidence of this. 
While we include zoning district fixed effects and individual town price indices, there is some 
potential for a positive bias if towns implement minimum lot size changes in response to rising 
prices in the zoning district.  To check for this, we re-estimated the model with linear trends in the 
zoning district fixed effects.  If anything, the impact is even stronger than when only zoning district 
fixed effects are included.  Hence, we do not see this scenario arising in our data.    27
Finally, as a robustness check, we allow for the change in MLR to affect prices prior to the 
change.  If this impact is significant, then one would be concerned that MLR change in correlated 
with some other, unobserved, factor that affects house prices.  Fortunately, this impact is small and 
not significantly different from zero.  This can be viewed as evidence in support of the causal 
impact of MLR on house prices. 
7.  Conclusion 
In this paper, we have provided clear evidence that land use restrictions (LURs) can 
significantly impact house prices.  In this case, we focus on a land use regulation that would appear 
to have the most potential for price effects; minimum lot size restrictions (MLRs). We have 
overcome a number of problems which makes previous estimates of the impact of LURs on house 
prices less credible.  First, we have controlled for the endogeneity of land use restrictions by 
including zoning district fixed effects in our hedonic model.  Further, we include town-level price 
indices that minimize the bias that arise from towns implementing LURs when prices are rising (pr 
falling).  Second, we account for monopoly power; the town’s ability to sustain price increases.  
Third, because we include zoning district fixed effects, identification of the impact of MLR on 
house prices comes from changes in MLR.  We have developed a detailed dataset over a reasonably 
long time period that allows us to capture a significant number of changes in MLR.   
Our results show that MLR does have an economically significant impact on house prices.  
Further, we provide evidence that this impact increase over time. Finally, we find evidence of both 
intra- town and inter-town spillover effects but these are not as large as those in the zoning districts 
in which the MLRs change.    
   28
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Table 1 – Summary Statistics 
Variable Mean 
Std 
Dev Min  Max 
Nominal House Price (in $1,000s)  302.73 233.42 20 5,000 
Real House Price ($2006)  493.55 323.46 19.42 12,563.53 
Living Area (sq ft)  1927.11 877.47 88 20,043 
Total Number of Rooms  6.95 1.62 3 23 
2 Bedrooms  0.12 0.32 0 1 
3 Bedrooms  0.52 0.50 0 1 
4 Bedrooms  0.30 0.46 0 1 
5 or more Bedrooms  0.06 0.23 0 1 
2 Bathrooms  0.43 0.50 0 1 
3 or more Bathrooms  0.10 0.30 0 1 
Number of Half Bathrooms  0.59 0.54 0 6 
10 <= House Age <= 30  0.20 0.40 0 1 
10 < House Age <= 50  0.26 0.44 0 1 
50 < House Age  0.35 0.48 0 1 
Lot Size (Acres)  0.62 0.80 0.01 10 
1 Parking Space  0.13 0.34 0 1 
2 Parking Spaces  0.21 0.61 0 2 
3 or more Parking Spaces  0.01 0.09 0 1 
Cape = 1  0.14 0.35 0 1 
Colonial = 1  0.32 0.47 0 1 
Ranch = 1  0.16 0.36 0 1 
Natural Gas Heat = 1  0.41 0.49 0 1 
Oil Heat = 1  0.51 0.50 0 1 
Basement Finished Area  3.77 5.16 0 51.57 
1 Fireplace  0.45 0.50 0 1 
2 or more Fireplaces  0.12 0.33 0 1 
Poor Condition  0.01 0.07 0 1 
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Table 2 – Lot Sizes for New Houses; 1950 - 2005 
Year 
Built  Number  Mean Lot Size  Median Lot Size
1950 11792  0.38 0.24
1951 3429  0.41 0.25
1952 4866  0.40 0.26
1953 4457  0.39 0.26
1954 4702  0.43 0.28
1955 9010  0.42 0.29
1956 4884  0.46 0.31
1957 4314  0.48 0.33
1958 4244  0.50 0.35
1959 3564  0.54 0.38
1960 10171  0.47 0.34
1961 3532  0.58 0.41
1962 4474  0.56 0.41
1963 4016  0.58 0.42
1964 4124  0.60 0.44
1965 5485  0.59 0.43
1966 3841  0.65 0.47
1967 3364  0.69 0.49
1968 4096  0.71 0.5
1969 3357  0.76 0.56
1970 4471  0.71 0.49
1971 3053  0.75 0.52
1972 4070  0.78 0.56
1973 3514  0.80 0.57
1974 2844  0.84 0.6
1975 2722  0.85 0.59
1976 2826  0.90 0.6
1977 2833  0.97 0.71
1978 3247  1.00 0.71
1979 2827  1.02 0.74
1980 2495  1.05 0.69
1981 2029  1.09 0.75
1982 1855  1.01 0.69
1983 3178  1.03 0.73
1984 3873  1.10 0.78
1985 4794  1.07 0.73
1986 5370  1.07 0.75
1987 6115  0.96 0.69
1988 5023  0.96 0.69
1989 4379  0.93 0.67
1990 3539  0.95 0.69  32
1991 3534  1.00 0.75
1992 5193  1.04 0.8
1993 5520  1.07 0.84
1994 5819  1.03 0.75
1995 5009  1.03 0.73
1996 5314  1.06 0.74
1997 5442  1.07 0.77
1998 5601  1.06 0.74
1999 4892  1.09 0.74
2000 3747  1.16 0.9
2001 2591  1.10 0.79
2002 2487  1.05 0.65
2003 2006  1.01 0.62
2004 2175  0.96 0.55
2005 1524  0.88 0.46
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House Price (in $1,000s)  214.93 188.76 0.00 
   (125.62) (115.47)   
Living Area (sq ft)  1,920.76 1,818.29 0.00 
   (796.77) (773.47)   
Total Number of Rooms  7.06 6.72 0.00 
   (1.57) (1.45)   
Number of Bedrooms  3.32 3.23 0.00 
   (0.81) (0.77)   
Number of Half Bathrooms  0.59 0.53 0.00 
   (0.54) (0.53)   
Number of Bathrooms  1.66 1.57 0.00 
   (0.70) (0.67)   
House Age  36.68 33.06 0.00 
   (33.22) (30.75)   
Lot Size (acres)  0.59 0.51 0.00 
   (0.73) (0.60)   
Number of Parking Spaces  0.37 0.39 0.03 
   (0.70) (0.69)   
Cape = 1  0.14 0.13 0.03 
   (0.35) (0.34)   
Colonial = 1  0.30 0.27 0.00 
   (0.46) (0.44)   
Ranch = 1  0.15 0.19 0.00 
   (0.36) (0.39)   
Natural Gas Heat = 1  0.40 0.44 0.00 
   (0.49) (0.50)   
Oil Heat = 1  0.52 0.51 0.17 
 (0.50) (0.50)  
Basement Finished Area  3.98 3.48 0.00 
 (5.19) (4.62)    
Number of Fireplaces  0.80 0.71 0.00 
 (0.81) (0.75)    
Poor Condition  0.008 0.001 0.00 
 (0.09) (0.04)  
Minimum Lot Size  0.78 0.79 0.90 
 (0.53) (0.66)    34
  
 
Table 4 - Hedonic House Price Regression Results 
Variable (1)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
MLR -0.0617  0.2969***     
 (0.1119)  (0.0977)     
MLR
2  0.0118 -0.2010*     
 (0.1026)  (0.1105)     
MLR
3  0.0020 0.0409    
 (0.0258)  (0.0261)     
ε ⋅ MLR     53.466***  54.6925*** 
     (11.334)  (11.6952) 
()
2 MLR ε ⋅
    -347.760***  -355.7192*** 
     (123.426)  (126.8859) 
()
3 MLR ε ⋅
    338.581**  346.3614** 
     (131.504)  (135.1185) 
ε ⋅ 1 Spill        48.3804*** 
       (16.8806) 
()
2 1 Spill ε ⋅
     -399.1438** 
       (195.4883) 
()
3 1 Spill ε ⋅
     408.0433* 
       (207.7456) 
ε / 2 Spill        0.3505*** 
       (0.0683) 
()
2 / 2 Spill ε
     -0.0267*** 
       (0.0086) 
()
3 / 2 Spill ε
     0.0005** 
       (0.0002)   
Observations 670349  670349  670349  670349 
R-squared 0.66       
sigma 0.355       
sigma_u   0.260  0.303  0.311 
simga_e   0.306  0.306  0.305 
R2_within   0.633  0.633  0.635 
R2_between   0.603  0.442  0.416 
R2_overall   0.616  0.602  0.593 
Number of 
zoning dists 
 459  459  459 
Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Figure 3: Zoning Districts Used with MLR of .9 or Greater 
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Figure 4: MLR with an Estimated Date after 1987 
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Appendix 1   
Estimating the Minimum Lot Size Change Date 
 
One problem with the regulation data used in this study is that the date the MLR was passed 
is not available from MassGIS’s MLR database.  We need these dates to able to implement our 
procedure for estimating the regulatory price effect.  In order to overcome this data deficiency, the 
date at which the regulations were passed is estimated through the use of an endogenous structural 
dating procedure.  
Descriptions of MassGIS Data and Zoning level Lot size Time Series 
One of the data sources used for estimating the date MLRs are passed comes from a fairly 
recent study by MassGIS which documents and identifies the MLR and zoning districts for all of 
Massachusetts for a single point in time.  For eastern Massachusetts, the data set is mostly based on 
data current as of 2000, with a few exceptions dating back to 1990
7 . As noted above, this data only 
gives MLR for a single point in time and is the reason why these dates need to be estimated.  
The data is found on the MassGIS Zoning layer
8 website and provides the boundaries of 
municipal zoning districts in an ARCgis shape file and a table linking the zoning districts to the 
minimum lot size. A slight complication occurs in identifying zoning district level minimum lot 
size because each zoning district is able to assign minimum lot sizes to different uses. As a result, 
the median MLR is used as the MLR because only a small percentage of the zoning districts report 
more then one minimum lot size. However this does not affect the regulatory measure much
9 and 
only slightly changes our interpretation of the regulatory measure as a median level of stringency.  
The zoning data includes information on non-residential zoning but we limit ourselves to 
residential zoning using the general zoning categories MassGIS provides in the data set.  In total 
there are 669 residential zoning districts
10 in eastern Massachusetts. 
An additional data source used to create the time series of lot sizes is from the Warren Group. 
It provides information on zoning districts, addresses, lot sizes (acres) and the date when the house 
was built.  These variables are used to create a time series of lot sizes, where the time is indexed by 
the year a house was built. Note that zoning information from the Warren group is not available for 
all cities and is why MassGIS zoning boundaries are used for all of the observations.  
In order to use the full sample of eastern Massachusetts towns, the Warren Group parcel level 
data is geo-coded using ARCgis
11 and combined with the zoning district boundaries from MassGIS 
using the spatial join feature in ARCgis.  This procedure allows us to identify which zoning district 
the Warren Group parcel level data fall within.  The spatial join using the MassGIS zoning 
boundaries is necessary because the Warren Group does not provide zoning data for all of the 
cities.  The Warren Group zoning information will be used to test the accuracy of the MassGIS 
boundaries.  
Once the Warren Group data has been grouped into zoning districts, the lot size and year built 
variable from the Warren Group is used to create a time series of a summary measure of zoning 
                                                 
7 See http://www.mass.gov/mgis/st_zn.jpg for a comprehensive map 
8 Available at http://www.mass.gov/mgis/zn.htmA difficulty with the zoning data is that MLRs can differ by use within 
each zoning district.  
9 Using the median minimum lot size within each zoning district results in less then 1% of the minimum lot size levels 
calculated in each zone to be larger then the actual minimum lot size by a margin greater then .1 acre.  
10 In addition 33 zoning districts either have no reference to minimum lot sizes or use a formula to calculate it. These 
are excluded from the study.  
11 The maps used to geocode the data are from ESRI  with the help of the MIT GIS Lab   41
level lot sizes within each year. Choosing the correct summary level lot size measure within each 
zoning district is important because it has implications for the identification of the date regulations 
were passed. At first, it may seem natural to use the median lot size for each zoning district by year 
built.  However, this may not properly capture the true change in lot sizes caused by a MLR.  For 
example, suppose we are concerned with a single zoning district which passes a MLR of 0.5 acres 
in 1960.  Before the regulation was passed assume that the natural minimum lot size set by the 
market in the district was 0.1 acres.  In one instance, we can imagine that the implementation of the 
MLR causes a shift of the entire lot size distribution to the right, resulting in a change of the median 
lot size.  A more reasonable assumption is that the distribution may not shift at all, instead all of the 
houses built at the natural minimum lot size of 0.1 acres will simply be forced to build on 0.5 acre 
plots and the remainder of the distribution will stay the same. The median lot size may not be 
affected by this type of a change in the distribution if the regulation is less then the median lot size 
for the time series.  Figure A1 provides an example from the data set of how the lot size distribution 
changes with a MLR, using the estimated break dates from this section.  From Figure A1, it seems 
that that much of the building occurs at the MLR lot size.  It turns out that the choice between using 
the median or the 25
th percentile is arbitrary.  We decide to use the 25
th percentile (p25) because it 
should be able to capture a little bit of both types of distribution shifts.
12 
Having decided on using the 25
th percentile, a time series of lot sizes using MassGIS 
boundary data is constructed from the Warren Group data.  The time is indexed by the year built 
variable going back to 1950.  The resulting time series does not encompass all of the zoning 
districts MassGIS identifies in eastern Massachusetts.  In particular, the number of zones drops 
down to 620 from a total of 669 because we limit our dataset to housing records built after 1949. 
An additional restriction used is to only use zones which contain thirty or more observations for the 
1950 to 2004 time period.  This ensures that we have enough data within each zoning district to 
estimate the structural break.  The result is that we end up using 474 zoning districts in eastern 
Massachusetts.  Finally, the data is also linearly interpolated to account for any missing values in 
the time series.  
The195 zoning districts dropped are from 81 cities. For the majority of cities, 49 of the 81, we 
are dropping a single zoning district from each town. The dropped zoning districts had some of the 
largest MLRs in eastern Massachusetts; including those of 8 and 10 acres.  However these zoning 
district were small relative to the districts used.  The 195 dropped zoning districts only make up 
6.6% of all the residential zoned areas in eastern Massachusetts, suggesting that the zoning districts 
dropped do not make up a large amount of the housing stock.   
A potential drawback of relying on the MassGIS boundary file to identify the zoning districts 
each town lies within is the questionable accuracy of the zoning boundary file.  Closer inspection of 
the shape file shows that although the zoning boundaries are located within or along town 
boundaries, some of the boundaries lie between major roadways; which is counterintuitive to where 
we expect zoning boundaries to lie.  As a result, the next section uses the zoning information in the 
                                                 
12 A simple solution to see which of these better describes how the distribution of lot size changes in response to a regulation is to use a different 
measure. We maybe tempted to simply report the minimum lot size in each zoning period, however the lot size variable has some errors due to 
exclusions from the regulations and potential reporting inaccuracies. A better measure could be to use some other percentile to capture the affect of 
regulation on the zoning districts lot size. 
The lot size time series are created using the median and the 25th percentile lot size within each year. The difference in the estimated years the MLRs 
passed are reported. Note that for zoning boundaries defined by the Warren Group and those defined using the MassGIS zoning boundaries, about 50 
percent of the dates remain nearly the same resulting in a change of plus or minus 1 year.  
Perhaps more disconcerting is that changing the lot size measure from the median lot size to the 25th percentile changes 20 percent of the date plus or 
minus 15 years in both samples. Both of these dates are used in the panel regression run in the last section and we find no significant difference 
between the two measures. This leads us to believe that the choice between the two is arbitrary.    42
Warren Group data for a group of cities in order to determine the amount of measurement error in 
our estimates.  
Testing the Validity of MassGIS Data  
In order to ensure the accuracy of the zoning boundaries reported by MassGIS, the 25
th 
percentile (p25) lot size time series constructed from Warren Group zoning data
13 and MassGIS 
boundary files are compared.  The Warren Group reports the correct zoning district since it is from 
the assessors’ files and provides a useful comparison to test the accuracy of MassGIS zoning 
boundaries.  The Warren Group zoning data with the corrected zoning codes is used to group 
parcels into the zoning districts which are reported in the MassGIS MLR data.  
The Warren Group data does not provide zoning information for all households in all cities. It 
provides zoning information for 96 of the 187 cities used in this study, consisting of around one 
third of all observations.  All of the zoning codes the Warren Group reports do not necessarily 
match the residential zoning boundary codes reported in the MassGIS zoning data.  The total 
matched regulations make up 36% of the total sample.  In addition to losing observations because 
zoning district codes in the Warren Group and MassGIS do not match, some zoning districts are not 
used because an insufficient amount of data lies within them to create a complete time series.  
The time series of lot sizes within city zoning districts is constructed using the Warren Group 
and MassGIS zoning information separately.  Then the datasets are combined for comparison 
purposes.  Of the total 155 zoning districts used for the comparison, 34 zoning districts report a 
different estimated structural break date.  The difference in the estimated structural break date due 
to minor error, defined as plus or minus 13 years, occurs for 18 of the 34 changed zoning areas. 
Another 5 zoning areas have a year error of between plus or minus 40.  The remaining 11 of 34 
zoning areas experienced major errors due to the methodology incorrectly identifying whether a 
zone experienced a structural break or not.  
A similar comparison of the p25 lot sizes for the two zoning district time series provides a 
finer measure of the amount of error which maybe occurring.  Summary statistics for the median lot 
size are reported in Table A1.  The mean p25 lot size difference for all zoning areas is -.01. This 
indicates that the median lot size for a zoning area using Warren Group zoning data is on average 
smaller then the zoning districts median lot sizes constructed by using MassGIS zoning boundaries. 
Overall the difference in lot sizes is not large, and more emphasis is placed on the differences 
between the estimated structural break dates.  
This simple analysis confirms that the MassGIS zoning map layers in ARCgis are not entirely 
accurate.  However what this analysis suggests is that the degree of accuracy is somewhat 
palatable. Using the error rates from the dating of structural breaks in the Warren Group zoning 
sample, we next apply these error rates to the 474 zoning areas used with the MassGIS boundary 
data.  These error rates predict that 55 of the 474 zones will miss the actual structural break date by 
plus or minus thirteen years. The more problematic error of incorrectly identifying the structural 
date will occur 7.1% of the time or for about 33 zones. All together we can expect to miss the 
correct structural break date due to the inaccuracy of the MassGIS zoning maps around 22% of the 
                                                 
13 One problem found with the Warren Group zoning variable was that the zoning information in many cases didn’t 
exactly match the MassGIS data, but was fairly close. For example the zoning code could be reported in all capital 
letters in one data source and lowercase letters in the other. Other examples are due to mismatching hyphens and 
abbreviations in the data sources. These records were corrected by hand by comparing all of the potential zoning codes 
within cities for both Warren Group and MassGIS zoning data   43
time.  We do not believe this amount of error to be significant, although it may introduce some 
bias
14into our estimates.  
To get a better idea of the data constructed, two brief examples are presented. Graph 2 and 3 
plot p25 lot size time series for two zoning districts going back in time, by year the house was built,  
to 1900 although we only use data since 1950 to estimate the structural break. The vertical line is 
the estimated date which MLR were passed, the “x” are time series for this zoning district from 
MassGIS zoning boundaries and the “o” are the one based on the Warren Group Zoning 
information.   
Estimation of the Structural Break Date 
Once the time series is properly constructed from the Warren Group lot size and year built 
variables for each zoning district, the estimation of the structural date can proceed.  Since the 
purpose is to estimate the date which MLRs were passed, the time series are modified to 
incorporate the actual minimum lot size information MassGIS provides.  This is done by creating a 
new time series for which the lot size is equal to the minimum lot size if the p25 lot size for that 
specific year is greater then the minimum lot size.  If the median lot size is less then 80% of the 
minimum lot size then the median lot size is set equal to zero. The reasoning for making these 
changes is to ensure that the structural breaks estimated are relevant to the MLRs passed and not 
some other factor affecting lot size.  
An example of the changes made to the time series is presented in Figure A4.  Note that the 
“x”’s are the p25 lot size within Newbury’s “R/A” zoning district taken from the Warren Group 
data using the MassGIS zoning boundaries.  The dashed horizontal line is the minimum lot size 
reported by MassGIS and the vertical line is the estimated break date.  The “o”s are the adjusted 
time series, which sets the value equal to the minimum lot size if the median lot size is greater then 
the reported minimum lot size and equal to zero if its median lot size is less then 80% of the 
reported minimum lot size.  Note that this enables the procedure to better capture structural breaks 
occurring around the minimum lot size.  
Once the time series are adjusted to account for the MLR, the structural breaks are estimated 
using an endogenous structural break dating procedure.  The following closely follows the 
framework presented in Zeileis, Kleiber, Kramer, and Hornik (2003) and deals with the following 
regression model for a single zoning district within a city in our case. 
t j t u X L + = β       
where Lt is the p25 adjusted lot size in the t
th time period, X is a data matrix of controls including a 
column of 1s, and j β  is a vector of coefficients which may vary over time.  Assuming that the 
model in question has m structural breaks, the data can be thought of being partitioned into m+1 
segments which are indexed by j . While this framework allows for controls, the following analysis 
includes a constant in the regression.  As a result, the estimation of a structural break is with respect 
to a shift in the 25
th percentile (p25) zoning district lot size for single family homes over time.  
Under this framework the regression coefficients determines a structural break if they change 
over time periods. This amounts to testing the following hypothesis  
,...,m 3 , 2 , 1  j       : H j = = ο ο β β  
                                                 
14 In the regression setting used in the final section of the empirical section, the measurement error could potentially 
cause attenuation bias. However we check for this by estimating the regulatory price effect for the same subgroup using 
different zoning boundaries and find no difference.  
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: a H One coefficient varies of time 
Carrying out the hypothesis test can be done using either an F-test or a generalized fluctuation test 
(GFT).  The GFT captures the variability in the median lot size using the residuals or parameter 
estimates. Using these estimates, the test determines whether the deviations fall outsides of bounds 
found from functional central limit theorems (Zeileis, Kleiber, Kramer, and Hornik (2003)). 
The literature recommends testing for the existence of a structural break using a GFT or F-
test. The reason is, as Bai and Perron (2003) note, that in the presence of multiple structural breaks 
the following procedure may favor rejecting the zero versus one break and multiple breaks versus 
zero break hypotheses. The tests for the existence of a structural break are not used because we are 
only searching for a single break in these adjusted time series.  Additionally, when the tests were 
used they resulted in the rejection of several break dates, when a structural break was present.  For 
example, in Figures 2 and 3, the GFT test rejected the existence of a structural break, although a 
structural break occurred and was estimated, denoted by the vertical line.  
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The optimization problem is solved recursively using Bellman’s principle, which involves a 
trimming parameter h that defines the minimum length which a break is searched within (Zeileis, 
Kleiber, Kramer, and Hornik (2003)). To see this note that the recursive optimization technique is 
solving the following equation where m n, γ denotes the partition from n to m  
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Also note that nh = n*h and is where the parameter h gets its interpretation. The trimming parameter 
is set equal to .2 in the estimates presented below. 
These tests are conveniently carried out in the R statistical programming language using a 
user defined program which is discussed in Zeileis, Kleiber, Kramer, and Hornik (2003) . The 
structural break dates can be estimated by specifying the number of breaks a priori or by using the 
Bayesian information criterion (BIC). The BIC is a function of the fit of the model, the number of 
parameters and sample size.  Ward (2008) makes note that the BIC is increasing in both parameters 
and the fit of the model, indicating that lower BIC values correspond to a better model.  Although 
we could argue that more then one break may occur because of more then one change in 
regulations, the procedure is set to look for a single break because the procedure is not capable of 
consistently estimating structural break with respect to a regulation without knowing what the 
previous regulation was. 
The structural break estimation procedure is defined by the following steps  
1)  Use Warren Group and MassGIS zoning data to group the Warren Group parcel 
               level observation into a zoning district. 
2)  Create a time series of lot sizes from the Warren Group parcel data for each zoning   
               district using the 25
th percentile lot size. 
3)  Trim the time series to only include households built after 1950 and zoning district 
                with enough observation to create a complete time series.   45
4)  Linearly interpolate the time series, to fill in any missing values. 
5)  Create the adjusted zoning district time series which is equal to the minimum lot size 
               if it is greater then or equal to the minimum lot size and equal to zero if it is less then 
               80% of the minimum lot size. 
6)  Use the recursive structural break dating program in R, specifying that there exists a 
                single break in the data. 
Results 
While the estimation of structural break dates from the data maybe criticized for putting too 
much faith in the data, there are two main arguments in favor of this process.  First, no minimum 
lot size information about the dates which regulations were passed is available.  Therefore this 
procedure offers a solution to this problem using the information available.  Second, this procedure 
uses two very rich data sources to impute the date a MLR was passed.  This may in fact be a virtue 
of the procedure, because it is estimating the date the city began implementing and enforcing the 
regulation rather then simply having passed it.  
Although there were differences between using the median and the 25th percentile in 
estimating the structural break date, both results are presented. The distribution of the dates 
estimated using both measures of lot size are presented in Table A2.  Using the 25
th percentile 
results in more structural breaks found in the data. Although there are some slight differences, both 
procedures find most of the minimum lot sizes as being implemented before or around 1950, rather 
then most recently as can be seen in Figure A4.  
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Table A1 Summary Lot size(acre) Statistics 
   Median  Mean  Std. Dev.  Min  Max 
MassGIS MLR district lot size  0.40 0.76 1.52 0.03 77.00
WG MLR district lot size  0.40 0.76 1.55 0.00 77.00
difference(WG- MassGIS)  0.00 -0.01 0.70 -21.51 14.83





Table A2 Difference in Estimated Year from using median versus 25th percentile 










25 to 50 years  8.80 100.00 7.64 100.00
25 year  6.76 91.20 7.78 92.36
15 year  7.21 84.44 5.19 84.58
10 year  12.29 77.23 14.86 79.39
5 year  19.52 64.94 15.50 64.53
1 year  45.42 45.42 49.03 49.03  48
Appendix 2 












Town  Index 0.0987*** 0.1019*** 0.1020*** 
  (0.0023) (0.0018) (0.0018) 
lnLIVINGAREA  -2.4079*** -1.9927*** -1.9945*** 
  (0.2025) (0.1167) (0.1166) 
lnLIVINGAREA
2  0.1842*** 0.1524*** 0.1525*** 
  (0.0137) (0.0078) (0.0078) 
bedrooms2  0.0650*** 0.0739*** 0.0739*** 
  (0.0100) (0.0073) (0.0073) 
bedrooms3  0.0627*** 0.0915*** 0.0915*** 
  (0.0122) (0.0078) (0.0078) 
bedrooms4  0.0663*** 0.0962*** 0.0961*** 
  (0.0137) (0.0086) (0.0086) 
bedrooms5p 0.0351**  0.0777*** 0.0775*** 
  (0.0160) (0.0094) (0.0094) 
HALFBATHS  0.1201*** 0.0591*** 0.0591*** 
  (0.0058) (0.0020) (0.0020) 
bathrooms2 0.1180*** 0.0498*** 0.0499*** 
  (0.0084) (0.0024) (0.0024) 
bathrooms3 0.2464*** 0.0974*** 0.0975*** 
  (0.0167) (0.0047) (0.0047) 
TOTROOMS  0.0313*** 0.0158*** 0.0158*** 
  (0.0030) (0.0011) (0.0011) 
age10 0.0478***  -0.0193***  -0.0191*** 
  (0.0085) (0.0047) (0.0046) 
age30 0.0637***  -0.0806***  -0.0798*** 
  (0.0126) (0.0053) (0.0053) 
age50 0.0624***  -0.0991***  -0.0985*** 
  (0.0176) (0.0069) (0.0069) 
lnLOTSIZEAC  0.0333*** 0.0416*** 0.0417*** 
  (0.0090) (0.0031) (0.0031) 
lnLOTSIZEAC
2 -0.0061*  -0.0123***  -0.0123*** 
  (0.0034) (0.0014) (0.0014) 
PARKSP1  0.0391** 0.0093** 0.0093** 
  (0.0154) (0.0038) (0.0038) 
PARKSP2 0.0182**  0.0106***  0.0106*** 
  (0.0076) (0.0028) (0.0028) 
PARKSP3G  0.1015*** 0.0737*** 0.0740*** 
  (0.0374) (0.0175) (0.0175) 
Cape -0.0055  -0.0145***  -0.0146*** 
  (0.0057) (0.0032) (0.0032) 
Colonial  0.0568*** 0.0347*** 0.0348*** 
  (0.0118) (0.0036) (0.0036) 
Ranch -0.0139  -0.0202***  -0.0204*** 
  (0.0088) (0.0042) (0.0042) 
nat_gas  0.1101*** 0.0357*** 0.0356*** 
  (0.0264) (0.0042) (0.0042) 
oil  0.0935*** 0.0188*** 0.0186***   49
  (0.0264) (0.0037) (0.0037) 
BASMUFAREA -0.0006  0.0045*** 0.0045*** 
  (0.0019) (0.0004) (0.0004) 
FIREPL1  0.1003*** 0.0665*** 0.0664*** 
  (0.0126) (0.0029) (0.0029) 
FIREPL2  0.2234*** 0.1166*** 0.1165*** 
  (0.0164) (0.0045) (0.0045) 
Poor -0.0058  -0.2041***  -0.2042*** 
  (0.0851) (0.0201) (0.0201) 
MLR  -0.0617 0.2969***   
  (0.1119) (0.0977)  
MLR
2  0.0118 -0.2010*   
  (0.1026) (0.1105)  
MLR
3  0.0020 0.0409  
  (0.0258) (0.0261)  
ε ⋅ MLR     53.4663*** 
    (11.3340) 
()
2 MLR ε ⋅
    -347.7601*** 
    (123.4263) 
()
3 MLR ε ⋅
    338.5809** 
    (131.5035) 
Observations  670349 670349 670349 
R-squared 0.66     
Sigma 0.355     
sigma_u   0.260  0.303 
simga_e   0.306  0.306 
R2_within   0.633  0.633 
R2_between   0.603  0.442 
R2_overall   0.616  0.602 
Number of 
zoning dists 
 459  459 
 
 
 